Mityvac Power Steering Air Bleed Adapters

Automotive power steering systems have a tendency to trap air in components and lines, causing erratic steering, pump noise and potential damage to critical parts. Mityvac MVA660, MVA661 and MVA662 power steering adapters can help eliminate trapped air following repairs or fluid changes. The adapters are available individually or can be purchased as a set in the MVA670 kit.

When installed, the adapters form an airtight seal in the neck of a vehicle’s power steering pump. These adapters are designed to connect to Mityvac MV8000 or MV8500 hand vacuum pumps to exert a vacuum on the fluid surface in the reservoir. As trapped air works its way out of the system, the vacuum prevents foam from forming at the surface and air from reentering the system.

Model MVA660
• Rubber, cone-shaped design that seals pump necks ranging from 5⁄8 up to 1 5⁄8 in. (16 up to 41 mm) internal diameter

Model MVA661
• Designed for sealing GM power steering pumps with a two-tab cap design

Model MVA662
• Seals Ford power steering pump necks having an internal diameter of 1 1⁄4 or 2 in. (32 or 50 mm)

Model MVA670 Kit
• Contains MVA660, MVA661 and MVA662

Featuring a robust design and construction, all three adapters include an inline, barbed connection for a ¼ in. internal diameter hose. A 90-degree barbed connector, MVA665, is available separately and can be interchanged with the inline connector on MVA661 and MVA662 for applications with limited overhead.
Mityvac Locking Hose Clamps

Designed for accessing and pinching off flexible hoses during automotive diagnostics or repairs, Mityvac locking hose clamps are ideal when servicing cooling, braking, power steering, transmission and vacuum systems.

Two sizes of clamps are available:

- **Model MVA7607**
  - 8 in. clamp for hoses up to 1¼ in. (32 mm) diameter
- **Model MVA7605**
  - 6 in. clamp for hoses with diameters up to 1 in. (25 mm)
- **Model MVA7609**
  - Set including both MVA7607 and MVA7605

Both clamps feature a comfortable, rounded, non-slip handle and angled jaws, as well as a unique, self-locking design. The lock functions automatically by holding any partially closed position and quickly releases by depressing the convenient release lever.

Mityvac Fluid Extractor

*Mityvac's MVA6851 Fluid Extractor uses a simple syringe action to quickly and cleanly extract or dispense fluids into or out of small reservoirs.*

With a fluid capacity up to 7 ounces (200 cc), it is ideal for removing used fluids from master cylinders, transaxles and power steering or coolant reservoirs prior to bleeding, fluid changes or repairs.

Lightweight and easy to clean, the extractor features a 7½ in. (190 mm) flexible tube for accessing reservoirs and includes a non-drip cap.